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‘CHILDREN OF SATAN III’ 

LaRouche Bares Roots 

Of Cheney’s Fascism 
by the Editors 

The third of the series of “Beast-Man” reports issued by Lyndon LaRouche’s 

Democratic Presidential campaign, hit the streets of Washington, D.C. on June 16. 

The new pamphlet, which exposes the U.S. and British pro-imperialist forces be- 

hind the crimes of Lynne Cheney’s carpet-chewing husband Vice President Dick 

Cheney, went like hot-cakes in the Super-Watergate atmosphere of the nation’s 

capital. The intensive circulation of Children of Satan pamphlets I and II, in more 

than a million copies combined over the past year, has played a pivotal role in 

creating that Watergate atmosphere. LaRouche has called for a press run of 1 

million for “Children of Satan III.” 

As you will see in our National section, LaRouche’s pamphlets have served as 

a virtual road-map for some members of Congress in their fight against Cheney, 

and have inspired other sections of the extended institution of the Presidency to 

take unprecedented actions to free the nation of the shameful legacy of the Bush 

Administration. In private conversation in Washington, and increasingly in the 

pages of the cornered neo-conservatives’ publications, LaRouche and his associates 

are well known as the prime movers for Super-Watergate. 

As the new pamphlet emphasizes, it is not just Cheney and his accomplices 

who are on the hot seat, for the devolution of the United States toward creating a 

worldwide New Dark Age, but the corrupt leadership of the Democratic Party as 

well. Thus, the timing of the pamphlet to saturate Democratic Party layers prior to 

the Convention scheduled in late July. 

A Campaign of Cultural Warfare 
We publish in this issue the full contents of Children of Satan Ill. In a press 

release issued June 14, the candidate summarized the pamphlet’s content and sig- 

nificance as follows: “The report, aptly entitled “The Sexual Congress for Cultural 

Fascism,’ traces, with hard fact, the political origins of the current connection of 

Cheney and his accomplices to an operation launched back during the 1940s, by 

Franklin Roosevelt-hating circles from locations including London, New York 

City, and Nashville, Tennessee. This subversive operation against our republic was 

opened at the close of World War II, by rogue elements of our establishment 
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who were working in concert with selected remnants of the 

Nazi apparatus. This operation was intended to be a campaign 

of fascist-like culture warfare against the Classical traditions 

of the United States and other nations. There is no mere coinci- 

dence in what is now the obvious fact, that Nazi precedents 

have been copied, wittingly, by agents of the Cheney-Bush 

Administration for the Hitler-like crimes which that Adminis- 

tration has authorized and perpetrated in prison-camps in 

Gitmo, Afghanistan, and Iraq. 

“The report documents a case which exposes the alliance 

of U.K. Prime Minister Tony Blair and the Cheneys for 

launching what Cheney et al., have defined as ‘preventive 

nuclear warfare’ against a series of Eurasian targets. This 

ongoing operation by them, is a product of the widespread 

undermining of the minds and morals of many on both sides 

of the Atlantic, by means of a program of cultural warfare 

conducted by circles associated with Allen Dulles and others 

to uproot the character of President Franklin Roosevelt’s 

U.S.A. as the world’s leading producer nation. For that pur- 

pose, these circles have worked for about 60 years, in their 

intention to uproot Classical cultural values such as those of 

Roosevelt’s U.S.A., in occupied and post-occupation Ger- 

many and other nations as well. 

“This program of cultural warfare, which produced the 

‘rock-drug-sex youth-counterculture’ of the late 1960s, and 

the outburst of international drug-trafficking, among other 

effects, was conducted under a scheme launched by the Fa- 

bian utopian fanatics H.G. Wells and Bertrand Russell, a 

scheme which included Russell’s publicly stated September 

1946 policy of “world government” through terror of nuclear 
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A LaRouche campaign organizer 

distributes the new “Children of 
Satan III” pamphlet at the 

Pentagon City Metro Station 
outside Washington. 

weapons. The documented evidence is, that this has included 

Russell’s so-called ‘cybernetics project,” Fabian-promoted 

Fellowship-style ‘religious fundamentalism,’ and the general 

depravity spread under the rubric of ‘The Congress for Cul- 

tural Freedom.” The cultural corruption induced by these and 

related means, created the preconditions under which ‘Beast- 

Man’ Cheney’s policies and practices would be tolerated to 

the degree this has been the case. 

“An appended feature of the report documents a related 

international press operation against my candidacy. This op- 

eration has been launched into continental Europe and U.S.A. 

leading press itself, directly out of war-mongering Fabian 

Prime Minister Tony Blair’s 10 Downing Street, through 

Blair’s fellow-creatures of the liberal-imperialist Fabian So- 

ciety. The roster of the latter creatures includes, prominently, 

Cheney family crony and British Baroness Liz Symons, her 

family, and other circles in London. This operation, launched 

from London at the time of the Blair government’s role in the 

case of the alleged suicide of the British intelligence profes- 

sional Dr. David Kelly who exposed the ‘sexed-up’ character 

of the information used to launch the Iraq war, had been 

planned to be unleashed, through leading press circuits in the 

U.S.A. during the June and July period, as part of a British 

government intervention into the programming of the upcom- 

ing Democratic National Convention in Boston, this year. 

“Now, the most recent British elections have given Blair 

himself a politically bloody defeat. One wonders how many 

accomplices he will continue to find among the organizers of 

the Boston Democratic Convention, or anywhere else, for 

that matter.” 
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